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Symposium (in the dining-hall ?) Hroswitha's Callimachus (do you
suppose they'd let us use the graveyard just behind the church?) or The
Dynasts (there's a roomy cow-pasture on the edge of town that would
be just right.) We are attracted inevitably to the quite unstageable
and the eminently unactable like nail to magnet. When the rest of
the world is genuinely pleased with the news of a coming Lear or MacBeth, our only response is scorn at the timidity of the enterprise. Why
not Titus Andionicus, or Swift's Polite Conversation, or Seneca's
Medea with Jane Austen's The Secret as a curtain-raiser?
This dreamer was pleased to find the dream, and the disease, not
a local one. There are fools like me in London, lots of them. It was
the year of the Festival of Britain, and we awoke one morning to read
in the papers this galvanizing announcement: "The World Premiere
of Otho the Great by John Keats. Next Sunday Night. First Time
Anywhere!" After the excitement had died down, we recalled the
unlikely story of the play's composition, how Keats wrote each act of
the play after hearing that segment of its plot sketched out by his
friend Charles Brown, never knowing during the writing of one act
what was to happen in the next. The play, oddly enough, was not
eagerly seized for production in London's West End in 1819, and it
had languished unproduced all these years. Until now, until next
Sunday night.
We decided not to read it before attending the performance. If
the author hadn't known what was coming next, why should we?
The ambitious young group, newly formed for this attempt, had
rented a proper West End theater for this Sunday night, when its
regular occupant gave no performance, so that there was a substance
of detail about the whole thing, a deceiving sense of reality in finding
oneself just off Leicester Square going into (by the front door) a prop
er theater with a proper doorman and a proper usher —,to see the
world premiere of a play by John Keats. Instead of, that is, into
someone's attic (The Way to Keep Him), cellar (The Love of Don
Perlimplin), barn (Goldoni's The Fan), or living-room (Sweeney
Agonistes). It was so proper, in fact, we felt the whole project to be
doomed from the start. But we were a little cheered when we axam-
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ined the crowd collecting in the lobby. This was more like it, we
thought. Here were the batik blouses and braids, the cluster of rednosed girls up from some school deep in Shiswick, the distinguished,
graying man who might be Charles Williams or Wyndham Lewis or
John Lehmann, two girls in business suits and bowlers, the old, old
gentleman I had seen the day before reading Sanskrit in the British
Museum. We were with our own kind — collectors all. I felt that
if I stood up, rapped for attention, and announced a performance of
The Ring and the Book (uncut) for the following Sunday night, I
could sell a ticket to everyone there on the spot.
From any standpoint (except a collector's) Otho the Great was
a dismal failure. The Elizabethan echoes rolled across the footlights
in waves — but they were only echoes, thin and bodiless. The char
acters are completely unreal, but there is no rhetorical dazzle in their
empty grandeur. Auranthe, the villainess, would like to be a Yittoria
Coroinbona, a Carola, or an Evadnc, but she has not even the dignity
of a spiteful little girl. None of this would matter if the verse mattered
but Kcat's admiration for Shakespeare this time served him ill.
However, as I said, we collectors do not necessarily bring a critical
eye to things like this. We all emerged from the theater bright-eyed
and enthusiastic, with nothing but prai>e for the efforts of the gallant
little group. We shook hand* and parted, with hopes for the season
running high. And not without justification — for within the month
we found ourselves speeding by Underground, again on a Sunday
evening, to Notting Hill, a genteel, decayed section of London, where
confidential clerks regularly dismember their wives and bury them in
their gardens. The author? Lord Byron. The play? Manfred.
This was more promising even than Otho the Great, because if there
is one thing a collector loves more than a play that's difficult to stage,
it's a play that's impossible to stage. And Manfred is impossible.
Byron never dreamed that it might be presented in a theater, nor, one
feels, wanted it to be. Such stage directions as "The Hall of Arimanes. Arimanes on his Throne, a Globe of Fire, surrounded by
Spirits," or "An eagle passes," were certainly designed to discourage
amateur production. The scene changes blithely from "A low valley.
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The Alps. A Cataract." to "The Summit of the Jungfrau Mountain" with uncomprimising serenity.
School of Elocution and Interpretation is not
But the W.
dismayed: Curtain at 8:30. We learn from the pamphlet material
spread about in the lobby that the production has been directed by
W
and is to be acted, interpreted, elocuted by the most
promising members of his current classes. The home, or mother,
school is in Switzerland, it seems, and it was there, there, — there
in the midst of the majesty of the Alps, Alps, Alps that the inspiration
to do Mantied came to W
(The waltz-time is his.) The
whole affair is vaguely pathetic and quite depressing, but the Collectors
Oath demands you stay at least for an act. We take our seats to the
sound of a brave pianist whacking out on a miserable piano Liszt's
incidental music to the poem. (As we listen we know suddenly that
Liszt is the only composer who ever lived who could have coped with
those stage directions.) The curtain goes up, shakily, and we find
Manfred alone in his Gothic Gallery. The middle-aged man who plays
Manfred is, one knows right away, the prize student, the complete
product, and it is on his conduct alone that the fortunes and enroll
ment of the school will rise or fall. His is a brilliant performance,
if you care for that sort of thing. His diction is unutterably grand —
such a shower of aspirates and orotunds falls from his lips, what
pectoral quality, what splendid falling triads! The implosions and
explosions reverberate like a passing express. The gestures match.
It was like opera without any music. He was the star, but the Cha
mois Hunter stole some of his thunder when, at his entrance, we
happily discovered he was costumed in the product of his trade: cha
mois skins, dozens of them, sewed into a handsome little jerkin and
doublet, or something. The Witch of the Alps, "rising beneath the
arch of the sunbow of the torrent" in her ticd-and-dyed satin kimono
and two bright spots of rouge had a voice like a trombone and a Mayfair accent.
At intermission we fled. To remain would have been cruel. Yet
there was something undeniably compelling about the Byronic excesses,
the incredible melodrama, of this Faust story on the edge of a glacier.
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Byron the romantic is out of fashion; we care only for his satirical
side and, unfortunately, find his private life more fascinating than
anything he wrote. But Manfred is dramatic, theatrical, in a way that
Otho is not. The moral problem in Otho didn't interest Keats really,
and this indifference results in flaccid language full of empty archa
isms. In Manfred the moral problem is the only thing that did inte rest
Byron (except the scenery) and there is resultant intensity in the lan
guage, in the lyrics, even in the purely descriptive passages, that creates
dramatic tension and demands attention.
In a rush of modesty I have left my greatest triumph until last,
but the fact of the matter is that right now I could incontrovertibly
qualify for President of any organization of theatrical collectors. With
out argument and with a simple show of hands. Because I am one
apart. I have seen Samson Agonistes by John Milton, and I have
seen it two times. I suppose there just possibly may be others in my
fortunate position. If there are. let them come forward.
Both productions were remarkable, in different ways, but both
left on< with greater admiration for Milton as a poet and considerable
respect for him as dramatist. Samson Agonistes is a more authentic
dramatic experience than any Greek tragedy I have seen. The first
performance I saw- was given in the lovely church on Trafalgar Square.
St. Martin s-in-the-Fields, where Pepys and Boswell attended services
and where Nell Gwynn, of all people, is buried. It was a professional
performance, sponsored by the Arts Council of Great Britain, with
a highly competent cast. The Samson was physically close to what
^e all imagine him to have been, and he had a deep musical voice
which he handled with sharp intelligence as he moved through the
difficult verse. The chorus, not speaking as a chorus, but as indivi
duals, made something truly remarkable of the fairly radical verse
Milton wrote for them, And the Messenger sent a shudder through
the audience such as even Aristotle would have approved, I think, with
his:
Gaza yet stands, but all her sons are fallen.
All in a moment overwhelmed and fallen.
The truth of the matter is, I suppose, that this production of
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Samson Agonistes was so good it wasn't much fun. But I am pleased
to report that the second Samson was livelier from every point of
view. It was given at Oxford that summer, as part of a two-week
festival honoring seventeenth-century Oxford in letters, arts, and sciences. This Samson was presented outdoors in the quadrangle of All
Souls College, and this evening the air was soft and full of fragrance
from the nearby gardens, the light was muted, and it was raining
just a little. The cast was amateur, students and ladies of Oxford.
The production, under the direction of Nevill Coghill, was costumed
in 17th century dress: Samson, his father and his friends, the chorus,
in Puritan dress — black hats, black blouses and knickers, and flat
white faces. The enemy was high Restoration — Harapha in a fullbottomed wig, with lace at his sleeves, a handkerchief, and snuff;
Dalila a veritable Millimant, "bedeckt, ornate, and gay." Samson,
this time, was a youth of twenty years, with a light voice, glorious
Oxford diction, and shoulders like yours or mine, only less. And as
he and the other young actors moved, a little uncertainly, against
the background of wet gray stone and in the shadow of Christopher
Wren's Sheldonian Theater just beyond the wall across the lane, their
youthfulness gave a child-like air to the business at hand, and their
high seriousness and solemn faces only added to the impression that
one was watching a group of talented children engaged in an elaborate
and colorful charade. But the beauty of Milton's poetry again shone
through undimmed and we were glad they had aimed so high.
Now what would you like to hear about? A production of Plautus'
Miles Gloriosus — in Latin? Garcia Lorca's Yerma, sponsored by
the C. I. O. ? Or the night we saw Shakespeare's A Winter's Tale,
starring a real bear? Or — ?
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Robert Miller

REFLECTIONS
Basic Theology
You drink coffee;
I drink tea
Surely your heaven
Is no place for me.

Vanity
What kind of a God is this,
Who notes a sparrow's fall
Yet doesn't hear the thunder of
My breaking heart at all?

The Platonic Love
Our
It is
Our
But,

love leaves no common stain.
more pure than can he told.
love is on a higher plane—
oh my bed is ever cold.

II

Richaid Collin

HENRY JAMES' LATER NOVEL
That Henry James* later novels are difficult is a widely circula
ted idea. The Ambassadors and The Wings of the Dove are diffi
cult to the contemporary audience. It does no good to deny this with
the assertion that James was aiming for a greater clarity in the later
fiction. But just where the paradoxical clarity-difficulty lies is a
question that still hinders both an understanding and an appreciation
of James' method. Criticism of the novel seems to move toward ex
tremes. On the one hand there is the philosophical dissection of the socalled message of the novel giving us the terms: naturalism, realism,
"slice of life", social consciousness, which are bandied around with a
far too casual ease. With the difficult writers — James, Joyce, Faulk
ner, Woolf, we too often are given only an exegesis of what the novelist
is saying. The art of the novel is usually ignored. It is no wonder
that the reader of the novel becomes easily exasperated, unnecessarily
puzzled, and finally just plain uncritical.
Art is not what is said but how it is said. Students of literature
are aware of the fact that few of the great works are wholly original
in conception. Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Milton all borrowed their
"plots" from earlier sources now unknown save to the specialist. The
art of the novel has never been more quintessentially demonstrated as
in Henry James' The Ambassadors. Though it is the easiest of the
later James triology (1902-1904), it is nonetheless still puzzling to the
beginning reader. In The Ambassadors James utilizes one of his
primary tools to its utmost advantage. Through Lambert Strether,
the hero of the novel, the reader sees, hears, and learns everything
that takes place in the novel. The author does not filter any of the
data. Paris is the scene of The Ambassadors but we do not see
Paris, per se. Rather we see Strether's Paris. It is reaction that is
the only concern, Strether's reaction to everything and everyone's re-
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action to Strether as recorded by him, Strether is wholly autonomous.
There is no moral code or external system of idea imposed upon him,
no message of the author's which the novel is meant to propogate. The
entire novel resides within the person and character of its hero. Often
James is criticised by readers for Strether's moral decision at the end.
In this, the most impersonal of novels, the entire point of the novel
is missed. James only concern has been to depict a consistent charac
ter. \\ e are aware in philosophy that the initial assumption of a
pioposition is the crucial point of the entire argument. Once we accept
this assumption, we are bound by the laws of logic to follow syllogistically through to the logical conclusion. But we may and should in
philosophy exercise our prerogative to question the assumptions.
Art is entirely different. In James we must grant the initial as
sumption whether we ideologically approve or not. Regardless of the
initial picture of Lambert Strether, if his actions that follow are consistent (by consistent it is also understood that a character introduced
as inconsistent will fail if he suddenly becomes consistent) the novel
is a tiue one, artistically. The success of The Ambassadors lies in
the very fact that nothing depends upon the author within the context of the novel. There is no description, no omniscient advantage,
no hidden factor, and no controlling idea. (The novel is not alx>ut
dialectical materialism, appearance and reality, etc. It is about Lam
bert Strether). The novel unfolds simultaneously with the action.
Stiether and the reader are always abreast. Everything that happens
is in the dramatic present. One of the novel's most important charac
ters, Mrs. Newsome, never personally enters. But she is nevertheless
powerfully characterized by Strether's reactions to her through her
letters, and her emotional and mental presence in Strether's mind. The
central consciousness of Strether as the means of forming the novel
utilizes fully advantages of both picture (which we usually expect of
strictly narrative fiction) and drama (usually possible in the scope
here, only on the stage). The novel becomes understandable only in
terms of experience. That is its subject and its reason for being. The
diffr icnce between The Ambassadors and most of its predecessors
lies in this substitution of experience for philosophy or idea. Dickens,
Thackory, George Eliot, Meredith, and Hardy use the novel as an
exprossion of idea(s) or philosophy. Their success is proportional to
the degree in which they represent the experience which expresses
the idea. If this were not so, the dialogues of Plato or Hume would
be our best examples of the novel. It is also why Hardy is a better
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novelist than Meredith though both rely heavily on philosophical foun
dations.
The reliance on an experiential rather than an ideological con
ception of the novel is seen in a different manner in The Golden Bowl.
An illusion of reality has always been of prime concern to the novelist.
By this illusion of reality an author creates characters who smoke cig
arettes, talk politics, earn money or don't earn money, and all in all
have readily recognizable traits that enable us to fit them in our minds
and identify them with counterparts in life. No one talks politics,
earns money, or does anything that is not directly concerned with the
actual action of the situation taking place in The Golden Bowl. In
a social novel these factors would be of immense importance. In an
experiential novel they are excess baggage. The intense reality of the
situation is all we are offered, every spotlight so to speak, is thrown
upon the actors of the drama at the moment of their presence. The
result is that the reader knows the people inwardly as he has never
known any counterpart in real life. The illusion of reality, which is an
artistic device, has been sacrificed for an even greater artistic device,
absolute reality. Of course, the latter seems less real, but only be
cause less familiar.
The Wings of the Dove finds itself by surrounding the object in
question, the heroine of the story. Here, Milly Theale, the heroine,
is fatall) ill. The illness is not the point of the novel, however. Rather,
it is the reaction of Milly to her illness and the reaction of the other
characters to her in this condition. Such shades cannot be told to
the reader. It is almost impossible to imagine a description of such
an excruciating and subtle commingling of elements. Thus the fac
tors are not described but presented. A metaphor here, a reaction
t ere, and the material is before us. The shock of recognition, the
rea ization of what has been building up, hits every reader in a differ
ent place in the novel, anywhere from page 50 to 500. It is an exact
s ade. a precision that can be gained only by an indirection. For
James here is attempting to set before us the intangibles of experience.
It is not the style or the metaphor that makes the novel seem difficult.
It is the hard core of the subject itself, the deepest fathoms of human
-xper.ence, that causes the difficulty. And this depth of experience
. ames concern in the later novels^ James may not be what is com
mon y conceived as a socially conscious novelist. But he was the first
our writers to catch the spirit of an age that was in the face of two
world wars, to turn their thoughts and concerns inwardly. This is
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one of the truths of art. The artist unhampered by a temporal philo
sophical or ideological concern catches experience pure, and in re
flecting it catches the spirit of an age in the manner least superficial
and oftentimes least recognizable to its contemporaries.
It is in art that the novel must ultimately reside. Let us not
mistake the terra art. loo often it is a vague, nebulous term used to
describe anything that is vague and nebulous in literature. Art i>
artifice, pure and simple. It is the artifice that enables the artist to
refract experience significantly, through his synthesis and perception
of its elements. Life is formless in its immensity. To take a day in
the life of even the most illustrious person and set it down between
the covers of a book is not the purpose of art. The reading would be
quite dull. Neither is the artist's world limited to the realm of posi
tive actual event. Rather it resides in the world of the possible. It
is the novelist's task as artist to render this probable in various ways,
the more conventional probably the more easily understood, as wit
ness both Joyce and James. The novelist's world is not, however, the
actual. We have our editorial pages and newspapers for that concern.
While James became the first novelist to realize consciously the
potential application of art to the novel, he was not the first to utilize
it. Dickens, Thackeray, Fielding, et al. in varying degrees, probably
with little formulation, are artists of the novel. It is their capturing
of the intangibles and significances of experience, whatever their start
ing points, that has kept them alive, and that differentiates them from
the dated newspapers and chronicles of their times. It is not their
subject matter which distinguishes them. Their imitators can be had,
with all their dusty anonymity, on the ten-cent shelves of old book
stalls. The novel gives us what science and philosophy cannot give
us. This is not to say that it supplants philosophy or science. They
each focus upon life in exclusively unique angles of vision. But in
this age of science let us not forget that the novel is reducible neither
to philosophy nor to a system of ideas no matter how current they
may bo at the moment. To do this is to lose the especial essence the
novel offers about experience. It might be sobering to consider just
how new James' supposedly modern intensification of the art of the
novel really is. The closest thing to James' dramatic conception of
the novel and device of point of view is Samuel Richardson's epistolary
attempt in Clarissa. His achievements in Clarissa differ only in full
ness of conception from those of James' later novels. And Clarissa
was our first novel.
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R. O. Forsyth

PARKY'S PLACE
"No sir, no beer," Parky said quietly.
"What kind of a joint is this anyway?"
"Hotdogs, hamburgs, soft drinks, ice cream." Parky smiled. He
turned and faced squarely the rugged, half-indignant countenance across
the counter and smiled again. "Sorry," he said.
"Well for chrissake!" the man muttered and scuffed away, kicking
at the sand.
Not a good beginning, Parky thought, to turn away the first
customer of the season. But he was glad he was gone. The man had
smelled bad, bad compared with the exhilarating odor of the fresh
white paint and the red trim, and the clean, fresh salt breeze billowing
up across the beach from the ocean. A little chilly perhaps, but it was
only the first of May. Parky wanted to open way ahead of the rest
of them, the rest of the compact and some of them gaudy little stands
that dotted the long, tan belt of the beach.
"Everything neat as a pin," Parky said to himself, turning round
and around again in the cramp, little stand. Everything in place.
Every pot and pan scoured and scratchy-shiny. The refrigerator
brilliantly white and antiseptic. Hie stove and the smoke-fan steel
wooled of their clogs of grease and scum. The bread board sanded
smooth again. It was a little sad to think that in a month or two, bv
the middle of the summer, everything would be greasy and sooty again,
and splotched with countless thumb prints, a kind of impenetrable
dirtiness that could not be washed or polished away at the end of a
sweating, weary summer's day. But Parky was happy now. smiling
into the mirrored gleam of the coffee urn. smiling into the hesitant
warmth of the spring afternoon. Way ahead of the rest of them.
"Kinda rushin things, ain'tcha Parky?"
"Well, George!" Parky grabbed the older man's hand and shook
it vigorously. The two men looked into each other's face, grinning
widely, but silent for a moment. Parky searching in the gap-toothe
smile of the older man, in the brown, weather slashed face, for some
sign of what another winter had done to this ancient body. The old
man searching in Parky's face for the reason, the ever elusive reason
why these fair-skinned, jelly like people left the sissy-comfort of their
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cities to come to the ocean.
"Just happen to be down by the point," the old man continued,
"and seen the front of your stand up. Couldn't believe my eyes!
Fresh painted and all! No sir, couldn't believe my eyes!"
"Surprised to see me getting a head start?" Parky chuckled.
"Surprised t'see you back at all!"

"Oh?"
"Mosta you guys don't come back, you know," the old man poked
li > chin thoughtfully. "Nope, mosta them has had enough in one
summer of feedm all them silly faces wops, and jews, and niggers, and
Cod knows what that dirties up this place!"
"A man's got
returned, surprised
less, half forgotten
consumed. "Them

to stick at something, George, sometime." Parky
at the seriousness of his words, recalling the end
procession of odd jobs by which his life had been
people don't bother me."

^ell, they bother me!
and trash, and what not!"

What with their cans, and bottles, papers

People are awful careless," Parky answered ineffectually.
"No sir, God didn't make this here beach for no buncha New York
jews to come cluttcrin' up the place. The village ain't been the same
since they come! I like to catch the sonofabitch that told 'em there
was any beach here at all!
Parky leaned both elbows on the masonite counter and stared
passed the old man at the broad expanse of the beach. As far as he
< on Id see in both directions there was only empty beach, punctuated
perhaps by the far off movement of a stray dog. or by a circling gull,
or by the aimless wandering of some single body like the dirty man
ho had wanted beer. But mostly just bare beach, being stroked
s.owlv in purples and browns by a sleepy sun.
It was true, Parky thought. The old man was right. In a verv
w weeks this same, bare beach would be a howling mass of screeching
children, blabbering women, and paunchy, panting old men. The
.lacs of bodies which would throng out of the cities for Decoration Day.
surprised himself again with his thoughts. He was looking
ruard to it. There would undoubtedly be faces he would recognize,
was good at that. But best of all, there might be some who would
r°gnize him. who would be surprised like George had been, to find
m hack again. Some who would be happy that Parky was back, and
r'nt JU8t another concession stand
owner.
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"i don't know, George," Parky continued. "It will be kinda nice
to have all them people back, enjoying themselves like they do. it
must be kinda lonely around iieie without them!
"Ain't lonely at all!" George returned almost harshly. "Got my
boat and my dog, and all that ocean for company, and that's how it
should be!"
"Well, George . . .
"No sir, a man that's born here ought to enjoy what was put here
lor him! And them that was born in them city buildings ought to
stay where they are and make do with their own lot. lhats the way
God made it, and damned if he don't try to show em by drownin a
dozen of 'em every summer!"
Parky had to laugh at the severity ol the old man's logic, the
severity he had read about, or had heard talked about somewhere, of
the weather beaten New England mariner.
"I suppose then, George, you really don't like the idea of my being
here either."
"Can't blame you personally. A man's gotta live. They was here
before you anyhow. You're decent anyhow!"
"Decent?" Parky couldn't remember ever having heard anyone
say that about him before. It was rewarding. They hadn't said that
in the Chicago pokey or on the Alabama road-gang, or in the thousand
other crime smelling rooms where his dignity and pride had been ex
ploded.
"Leastwise you don't sell whiskey and junk to a buncha kids and
frizzed out women-folks. Leastwise you don't cheat a man a quarter
for a greasy piece a meat like them other punks.'"
"Well, thanks, George." Paiky found himself feeling a little more
moved than he ought to feel. He was a business man, a huckster like
the rest of the stand owners. Then he wasn't "I try to keep them hap
py .. . I don't cheat the kids out of their nickels. I guess maybe some
of them do."
Parky smiled, thinking anxiously of the throng of faces that would
soon be cluttering the counter of his little stand, pushing and shoving,
yelling orders for hot doss and wild cherry soda, screaming for Parky
to hurry because their feet were burning up in the hot sand. The effu
sion cf dialects and accents, brown skitis, white skins, pock-marked skins,
spotches of diseases, thin lips, full lips, sweaty, angled, distorted bodies.
Chocolate covered faces and hungry, obedient fingers gathering up the
change, not knowing whether it was right or wrong. Wops, jews, nig-
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gers. A sea of vulgarity seeking hopefully to purge itself, stomach and
lungs, in a greater sea, actually, ol vulgarity and dirtiness, of bodies
rubbing stranger bodies. But yet, something clean . . .
"Wind's come up." The old man startled Parky out of his rever
ie." "Come around in the last half hour. Right off Pontauk Point.
Feel it? See them clouds?"
Parky looked up from the water. The old man was right. Clouds
were beginning to pile menacingly one on top of the other and greying
the day suddenly and prematurely.
"Come right around to the East." The old man spoke knowingly.
"There's your pretty spring day for ya. Better button up tight, Parky.
Winter ain't through with us yet!"
"Think it will storm bad?" Parky asked, feeling the sudden chill.
"Looks powerful! God ain't gonna quit stormin, you know," the
old man chuckled, "just cause you and a buncha lubbers happen to
think it's summer already!"
"1 guess you're right there." Parky hurried around the counter and
began to unhitch the chains that held up the front of his stand.
^ es sir, better button up tight." The old man pointed to the
white caps of the waves that were beginning to pitch far out in the
water. The wind was beginning to scoop at the sand, and the men
turned their eyes away. "Better be pulling up my boat a little . . .**
the old man said and moved on down the beach. Parky was about to
offer to help him. but then he decided against it. The old man pro
bably would resent that. A funny old man, Parky thought. He watched
him dwindle from sight down the wet lip of the sand. A funny, proud
old man . . .
Parky looked again into the darkening sky. He decided that the
only place you could see a storm 'come up' was on the water, where
there was nothing to impede the rolling, threatening grayness coming
right at you. Parky jerked all of the padlocks to be sure they were
firm. He looked at his little stand a little fearfully. It looked a little
helpless, white and helpless, and child-like in the sand-stinging wind.
Parky began to realize he had not really thought much about his help
less child during the bitter months of the winter . . .
But then he hurried across the dunes and tufts of wild grass, and
toward the road to the village.
It was in all of the local headlines and in many of the city papers
in the morning. Parky stood frozen in the lobby of the Inn and stared
at the paper he had grabbed from the desk. And his hands began to
•hnke .
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GALE WINDS BATTER EASTERN SEABOARD
80 MPH GUSTS THWART SPRING ON EASTERN SHORE.
COLD WAVE AND EASTERLY WINDS HALT SPRING
THAW.
UNUSUAL STORM THREATENS BEACH HOMES IN AREA.
He hurried out into the chill rain which falling quietly now in the street,
cursing himself for having slept so soundly during the night, praying
that the old man was not right about God, about His feeling toward
people like Parky. He could not move fast enough along the sidewalk,
or across the village streets. He broke into a run, his chest thumping
wildly, when at last he was on the road to the beach. He could not see
far enough ahead over the marsh grasses. He could not jump all of
the puddles, and so he ran through them wildly. He did not stop to
think for a moment how ridiculous he looked, or how unlike the man
of the world Parky he was acting. He could only think of his ch;ld,
his only child, in the relentless revenge of a strange old man, an old
man somehow confused with a strange God, and a storm. He did not
expect to find anything in one piece.
But there it stood. Wrhite and trimmed in red, and smelling of
salt and fresh paint, and no different from the way he had left it the
afternoon before except for the little mounds of sand which the wind
and the water had packed around the front of the building and a puddle
of debris which had washed around the stand.
Parky laughed. He looked down the beach, perhaps for the old
man. He wanted to tell someone about his brave, little stand that had
weathered the storm. But then he laughed again. All of the other
stands appeared to be as intact as his. He was glad about that.
When the rain stopped everything would be clean again, and fresh
salt-smelling. All of the stands, wops, jews, niggers, everything. Here
on this barren fringe of the world, Parky thought, everything would be
wholesome and happy no matter how dirty, or sweaty, or noisy, or
alien tongued it would seem to some.
Parky was happy. His mind quickly hit upon hurrying up town to
buy some of them new-fangled Corn-Twisties and Marcelled Potato
Chips to hang in their crisp cellophane package* in the front of his
counter, even if they went stale before the crowds would come to buv
them. He wanted to be ready. He thought that maybe he belonged
now, and that maybe the old man's God would agree.
He laughed again, and turned up the collar of his jacket against
the steady, chill rain.
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William Gray

HORROR FILMS
Horror stories are as old as the human race and have frightened,
controlled and beguiled men and women for longer than anyone knows.
The description in the Odyssey of Erebus, the misty land of blooddrinking phantoms, is one of the grimmest horror stories ever told.
Since people like to scare themselves silly with horror stories, it is only
natural that movie-makers, always avid for "pre-sold audiences," should
spend time, talent and money on scaring the daylights out of movie
audiences the world over.
Frankenstein and Dracula (both 1931) are the two most familiar
titles of screen horror-lore, and certainly no two films did more to influ
ence the genre. They introduced stars who still head the roster of "men
ace" performers. Boris Karloff, the monster of Frankenstein, con
tinued to inspire a certain amount of pity and understanding, along
with horror, whether he was monster or mad scientist. Bela Lugosi,
however, emulating Dracula, continued to project evil for its own
sake, with sympathy neither warranted nor desired. True, there have
been occasional exceptions to these generalizations. In their co-starr
ing films (five at Universal, two at RKO) unexpected switches in
their types occurred once or twice, and in later years they were fre
quently used as "red herrings" to divert attention from more sophis
ticated villains.
It should not be forgotten that, between them, Frankenstein and
Dracula presented a monster, a bemused scientist, a ghost, four vam
pires, an (offscreen) werewolf, .and a transplanted brain — six little
^ye-pop|)ers that have hopped up in the plot-lines of scores of subse
quent horror pictures.
All horror films fall into one of seven categories. In the order
°f most frequent usage these are: scientific experiments; monsters;
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vampirism and lycanthropy; voodoo; "old house"; necromancy and
diabolism; ghosts and apparitions; and an unclassifiable group that
includes "stunt" thrillers and such infrequent near-spectacles as The
Phantom of the Opera.
Let's look at the outstanding characteristics of each group:
In later horror films it seemed to have become a necessity for any
doctor involved in scientific experiment to be insane, but this was
not a staple requirement initially. All of the Frankensteins were per
fectly sane, although they were cursed with unusually mad assistants
bent upon putting the wrong brains into the wrong skulls, among other
pleasantries. But the Frankensteins (four different members of the
family were experimenters in horror films) were all men of reason
and integrity. That illustrious family apart, however, it can gener
ally be said that most horror film scientists are insane. But one must
differentiate. Most of Karloff's mad scientists were basically sym
pathetic: accident or injustice was usually offered as the cause of their
unbalanced condition (The Man They Couldn't Hang, The Devil
Commands). Lugosi and Lionel Atwill were always mad without
stated cause, Karloff's experiments aimed at the good of mankind,
but Lugosi's and Atwill's were for selfish ends.
The mad doctors of the horror films usually strived to create
eternal life," although transplanting the heroine's brain into the head
of a gorilla occupies a fair number of them. Sometimes when a hero
ine denounced the scientist with "Why, you're mad!" the scientist
would reply by reciting the names of great scientists who were thought
unbalanced by their contemporaries. And his punch-line, "Think of
it, my dear, I offer you eternal life," became as much of a cliche' in
horror films as the timeless "Let's get outta here" is in Westerns.
Movie monsters follow no set pattern, except in owing their male
volence (or their very existence) to the interference of some scientist,
usually mad. In this respect films about monsters are an offshoot of
the above group. The monsters in horror films are almost always
presented as the misunderstood victims of social complexity. E. g.:
Lon Chaney, Jr., as an electrical monstrosity in Man Made Monster;
Karloff as Frankenstein's creation; the familiar ape-man of The
Monster and the Girl and many lesser shockers. These creatures are
usually two-thirds human. The really genuine monsters of the Kinq
Konq family are so few and far between that they comprise a different
category.
Vampirism and werewolfism are inter-related and in horror films
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have much in common. They are concepts of ancient mythology, and
to make them at all credible now, set rules have to be followed. Ageold rituals — the use of garlic, wolf-bane, coffins of native earth, and
other standard necessities — can not be tampered with, and because
oi this rigidity there have been only one or two really worthwhile
vampire and werewolf films, and a small group of standardized un
important "B" shockers of the calibre of Dead Men Walk.
In horror films the werewolf motif inevitably culminates with
the monster changing slowly back into human form in his dying
moments, and with the suggestion, supplied by the incidental music,
of the attainment of a long sought peace. The vampire inotif, of
course, poses no such plot problem — the vampire being disposed of
as quickly as possible via the reliable stake-through-the-hcart treat
ment, before he can induce the heroine to join him in the realm of
the undcad. The vampire must never be so depicted as to elicit sym
pathy, but the werewolf is a basically pitiful creature who, though he
has to be destroyed, is yet entitled to understanding. On the screen
werewolves and vampires have been both male and female.
Voodoo has been neglected by Hollywood's horror men — rather
surprisingly, in view of its exotic quality and the fact that its mysti
cism is not entirely fantasy. For the most part it has been wasted in
"B" chillers, but one of the Val Lewton, producer of modestly budgeted
horror films for RK.O in early 40's, group, 1 Walked With a Zombie,
has considerable interest. It has two particularly powerful sequences:
an uneasy opening scene of an entire village disturbed by sounds of a
child sobbing in the night, and later, a wonderful, terrifying journey
through open fields to a voodoo ceremony.
The category I have loosely dcscril>ed as "old house" is essen
tially a product of the silent films. Because the action is restricted
and effect is dependent more upon atmosphere than sensationalism,
old house" films were more suited to the slower-paced, more method
ical silent cinema. Leni's The Cat and the Canary (1927) is one of
the best "old house" films, and was certainly superior to its two talkie
remakes; it had an influence that was particularly apparent in the
early 30's.
In recent years "old house" films have tended more and more
to comedy-thrill and away from out-and-out melodrama, although
there has been a refreshingly straightforward revival of the former
style in the current 3-D The Maze (which also has a monster).
Necromancy and diabolism, which include black magic and vvitch-
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craft, have, like voodooism, been neglected on the screen. Exuberant
devil-worshipping and the like runs up against censorship, in all parts
of the world.
The Black Cat (1934) — though it had nothing whatever in
common with the Poc story — nevertheless created real Poe atmos
phere by its glorification of evil and devil worship. Karloff and
Lugosi, bearing the delightful names of Hjalmar Poelzig and Vitus
Verdcgast respectively, had roles that reversed their usual ones. Kar
loff, as the head of a devil-worshipping cult in a fort built over a
still mined ex-battlefield, was opposed by the sinister — but com
pletely sympathetic — Lugosi, returning from a pest-hole imprison
ment. brought about by Karloffian betrayal. Karloff, who had mar
ried Lugosi's wife and kept her corpse in a temple lined with glass
coffins, subsequently had married Lugosi's daughter. The natural
antagnonism between Karloff and Lugosi is kept on a high level of cul
tured, intellectual dignity, typical of which is their chess game for
possession of a girl stranded at the fort. Then, suddenly, all pretenses
are dropped and the film finishes with wholly unrestrained savagery.
Following a black mass ceremony, Lugosi skins Karloff alive prior to
blowing up the entire fortress!
The few film attempts at serious ghost stories have usually been
outside the field of horror films. The Uninvited. Peter Ibbetson and
A Christmas Carol, for example are considered drama or romanti
cism, rather than horror. Ghosts in horror films have tended to be
disguised as vampires, or creatures brought back to life by mad scien
tists. The one really outstanding horror film involving ghosts and
apparitions was the British-made Dead of Night, which was perhaps
the most effective and genuinely horrifying film ever made.
The last category is without pattern and comprises the miscellan
eous stunt" and off-beat thrillers that do not come under any other
heading. The silent The Phantom of the Opera contains some of
the screen s finest examples of terror — the phantom guiding his gon
dola through the misty canal beneath the opera hou^e; his hand sud
denly emerging from beneath the waters to drag an intruder to his
death; the searchers, wandering through the dark catacombs with
hands raised above their heads to ward off the unseen noose of the
madman. And the sudden close-up of the phantom's face as his mask
is ripped away by Mary Philbin is a scene that has been duplicated
countless times since, but equalled only once — in The Mystery of
the Wax Museum.
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The great period of American horror films was between 1931 and
1935. The major companies, as well as the independents, went at
them full-throttle with star casts and lavish bankrolls. Scripts and
production values were of a high order and the films contained a more
intelligent use of the moving camera than did any other single type
of motion picture.
But by 1936, public taste was changing and the horror film settled
down into the popular-programmer niche. Karloff, Lugosi and Atwill
had expended their best. Fay Wray, who screamed her way through
three encounters with Atwill, and one each with King Kong and Leslie
Banks, left shockers for more sedate roles, as did other actors.
By the mid-forties, the horror film was practically a dead issue.
Only an occsaional mediocre independent quickie kept the genre alive.
But now science-ficton — and the new wide-screen processes —
has brought the horror film back once more. The science-fiction cycle
started out with expeditions to the Moon and Mars. The objectives
were exploratory and constructive, the dangers limited to small groups
of men ready and willing to face them. It was soon obvious that it
would be much more fun to subject Earth to invasion and onslaught
from other planets. This was a far cry from the well-intentioned,
albeit unfortunate, scientists of the 30's, who had at least been inter
ested in such useful projects as prolonging human life or creating
artificial hearts.
Science itself, instead of the mad scientist, has become the heavy
in the new order of things. In The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms. a
scientific atomic test blast was responsible for setting the huge mon
ster at liberty. In The Thing, the efforts of one of the scientists to
study the creature caused most of the trouble. And in War of the
Worlds, the advanced scientific technics of another planet all but
demolish the earth.
With The House of Wax and The Maze, the nerve-shattering
possibilities of the added visual depth of 3-D and the volume ranges
of stereophonic sound offer the horror film new ways to scare audiences.
Today's tendency toward big-screen shock and sensation may mean
that the future of horror films is bright.
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Victor Zeman and Eugene Schrier

TWO PROBLEMS IN SCIENCE
I
In the Middle Ages as well as in classical antiquity, a certain
mystery was attached to most physical phenomena because their nature
was little understood. During the last four hundred years we have
gained much knowledge about these phenomena; we have observed,
measured, and correlated our observations and measurements. The
concept of pure, unapplied science has evolved and been accepted. In
various fields thousands of men labor today to gather information. The
more fortunate among them gain insight into what they call laws of
nature. These laws of nature are patterns of physical phenomena;
with the help of these laws and possessing information about a set of
existing conditions, certain predictions can be made. Some fifty years
ago, a scientist with all the necessary information at hand would claim
absolute certainty for his prediction. Due to certain developments of
the last half century, a scientist today can only claim various degrees
of probability for his predictions. Very few scientists today can be as
deterministic as their colleagues two generations ago, who could claim
not to have all the information needed, but if they had, to be able to
take a clear look into the future. Today we can not dispose with ease
of possibilities of chance occurrences of unpredictable nature and scope.
He cannot say that it is impossible for the earth to plunge into the sun.
He can only say that it's highly improbable.
Has public opinion kept pace with his change in outlook? Living
today it is difficult to say whether our time will be considered restless
and uncertain or comfortably self-assured by posterity. It is certainly
true that in various armed conflicts of the last fifty years, as well as
in our present situation, technology has been a very important factor.
In peacetime the layman looks to science to provide the various com
forts of life, to cure his diseases. He goes willingly to the couch to be
freed from anguish and inner conflict. The more science provides, the
more we depend on it.
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Is this increased dependence on science not incongruous with the
diminished confidence of science in itself? Can science provide the
answers to all the problems of the day or is it merely a tool of tech
nology, a means toward more material comfort? Scientific problems
have often been declared amoral or extra-moral; should this or has this
influenced the general outlook on life—has this reduced the considera
tion for moral aspects of our problems to a luxury that we can some
times afford, but need not, if pressed? It seems that we pursue a diff
erent path today; instead of disregarding moral and social problems,
many turn to scientists for the answers. In newspapers we often see
scientists quoted on matters completely foreign to the area of their
professional competence. Of course we expect a man of ability and
inte igence to possess these qualities not only in his profession but also
in regard to other problems that face him or his fellowmen. But we
nust not go to extiernes and assume that a good or even great physicist
must be a great statesman or moralist. With the best intentions he may
still
, be a blunderer in fields other than his
— own. Mendeleev, having
eve oped a method lor the industrial preparation of smokeless gunj owder, said that since smoke would no longer give away the position
ol the marksman and guns could fire at targets beyond their range of
vision, wars would become impossible. We need not comment on Menac'eev's insight as a chemist; he recognized the law of periodicity, best
known to us by the periodic chart. On the other hand, his judgement
as a military tactician was rather naive.
Man y scientists today, especially those engaged in projects which
nie much in the public eye, enjoy an increased popularity. They deal
V|t
t ings mysterious to the layman (to the scientist too, perhaps,)
an only the magnificent results of their endeavors are seen .and publi
cized. One cannot avoid a certain reverence for them. Perhaps these
good men, when speculating on politics, economics, or similar delightful
* pics, expect their opinions to weigh no more than those of other men.
erhaps those who feel very strongly about certain matters, cannot for
sake the opportunity to make their appeal. Whatever the case, an
(ca>ional grain of salt and a critical attitude (scientific objectivity,
1 >ou will,) may be helpful.
A scientist may proclaim that in view
new information, he chooses to reverse his position of yesterday,
inular changes in political opinion are not quite so feasible.
Science has greatly improved our material comforts, prolonged our
freed us from diseases, Printing has popularized, not debased
scholarship. There is no apparent reason why the humanities may not
sPan,
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flourish side by side with science. Philosophical truths may be derived
from science. But this young giant must not be allowed to suppress
the others in its growth. We must keep the right perspective and not
fall down and worship the golden calf, no matter how real its gold.
II
It is difficult to believe that the transcendental field of scientific
research is infused with the competition that permeates other forms of
human endeavor. Yet a vigorous competitive spirit has developed
among research scientists. The reasons for its existence are clear enough.
However, it seems wise to clarify first the exact nature of this scientific
competition.
Let us examine a hypothetical case which is close to actuality. The
Department of Biochemistry at a large midwestern university has de
cided to attempt development of an antibiotic similar to aureomycin
in function but which will be much less prohibitive in cost. The same
work is already in progress at an institute for research in Columbus,
Ohio. This fact may be known to the midwestern biochemists or it may
not be known. At any rate, the Ohioans have published nothing about
their work as yet. Let us assume that chance has led the biochemists
to begin the same work that the men in Columbus already have insti
tuted. Each group works for about six months and, simultaneously,
they publish papers on the nature of their work to date. Now each
group is aware of the other's endeavors and the race is on. The scien
tists feverishly attempt to complete their work. Finally, the day arrives
and the groups resolve themselves into victor and vanquished. The
glory goes to the members of the former group while some small men
tion is made of the work of those who came out second best. This
hypothetical case has its roots in real occurences, for cortisone, insulin
and testosterone, to mention but three important drugs were developed
by a man or a group working in direct competition with several other
men or groups.
The initial reason for this situation which we have termed compe
tition is that, in many cases, a problem is attacked by several research
groups which are ignorant of each other's plans. Problems of this
nature veiy often are seen independently by several men at widely scat
tered places because the problems are so interesting and far-reaching
in scope. As is often the case, a scientist may never realize that his prob
lem is being investigated by some other researcher until a paper is pub
lished in a scientific journal. Moreover, a problem may seem so stimu
lating and rewarding that a scientist will desire to work on it even though
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he knows that there are other men at work on exactly the same thing.
There may also be economic influences if the research is being conduct
ed by or for an industrial firm. Ignorant of the other fellow's projects
or not, the scientist is human, and once the fact is disclosed that he is not
the only one engaged in his special research, he will not turn to something else; rather he will bend to the task of gaining the glory and per
sonal prestige that attends a discovery of magnitude. He knows, in
addition, that the "also-rans" are just the same anywhere.
Hence is there not a large amount of duplication in the work of
contemporary research scientists? This there invariably is, and when
the work is of a rather simple nature, it seems a waste of time. That
is why a scientist will read the chemical literature very carefully before
he approaches a research problem. In this way, he can discover what
has been done before in his work and save himself much bother and
time. However, when two or more men are working independently on
the same problem at the same time, each must go his own way. It
vould seem that one of these men could spend his time profitably work
ing on something else. Perhaps this fact is all too true. However, there
is something to be said for this so-called competition.
Experimental evidence must be checked and rechecked before be
fore being presented as the most probable truth. When two men work
ing under the same conditions arrive at the same result, the feeling is
that these results are more valid than if one man presented them al
though there is still an outside chance that they both are mistaken.
Without considering the last-mentioned statement, we see a reason for
obvious duplication. In addition, it should be mentioned that the same
problem is not always treated with the same approach by different inves
tigators. Hence results and theory become additive and the observing
scientist, who is outside this particular work, gets the benefits of both
treatments as he adds to his own knowledge. Flaws in one man's pro
ject may have been overcome in the other investigator's work by diff
erent methods. Hence the vanquished in the case presented before may
in part join forces with the victor. Lastly, keen competition acts as a
stimulant to a researcher and sometimes provides him with the key to
his best work.
This problem of competition in science remains unsolved in the
United States where scientists arc free to perform whatever research
they choose. However, is the competition that exists today the best way
for science to progress? Is experimental duplication the finest service
a scientist can perform in the quest for a better and more knowledge-
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able existence? Perhaps this dilemma is less important than other ques
tions which have been raised, as for example the scientist's responsibility
to society in view of the hydrogen bomb horror, but we feel that the
problems weighty enough to be brought to the attention of the serious
scientist and the well-informed layman.

Robert Stewart

NIGHT TREES
Night trees with rain-cold winds
Pulled tight about their trunks and whispering
Stand in small groups on either side my path.
Hush! hush, murmur not so loud,
Or else, articulate more plainly that you say.
As things stand now
A man can't tell to save his soul
Whether you whisper all or not one word.
Has God cut out your tongues because long since
You told the Druids secrets of his heaven?
What idleness to think of such a thing!
God is not that.
But what is God? what man?
Articulate more plainly that you say.
Listen! I hear the night trees whispering.
But why is what they say
So hard to hear and hard to understand?
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Joseph Malot

VERNER
Alaska leam, United States Geological Survey
Was it up there you found your untimed place?
Did the quick Pennsylvania soil forget
Its call to you, and were the clods that once
Y ou flung at crows no more than sand or shale
Or quartz ? The time and place proposed, you thought,
That you should watch the sun, answering quick
Demands; imbuing that dynamic force
(\ou bore within your arms) with thin-skinned fruits
That from the seed you nursed through seasoned birth
Until they joined the sunlit ranks of crops.
Y ou slept upon the stable soil you turned.
Perhaps the time and false tempo with which
Y\ e are content could not restrain that hot,
Y\ andcring sight of yours and drew your eye
t [x>n the splendid golden burnished crests
Of elemental universities,
Resplendent stimulation-source for those
Y\ ho knew or found the great quality strains
That truth in quantity sets. This was learned
Por purposes, however, hardly guessed
By you or others, extant still. Not long
For such as you, who knew at least there is
A new direction past the wet stone halls,
Did the short qualifying years survey
Their awesome hold, and before those who watched
Could bring you smoothly to their praising rings,
^ ou softly buckled on the tested gear.
Provided with the native wisdom-tools,
YN ith coldly gleaming pick and hammer, sunk
Beneath the northern space on the blank map,
Y ou gave to it the colors that the high
And speechless mountain; that the recognized,
Piercingly understanding firmament,
Nakedly mute; and that the fitful haze
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Shot through your eyes. They shut them to the dumb
And imitative works of man.
To find what you have felt, are we calmly alone,
Trembling beneath such dusty leaves as fell
To speckle red your tautly sleeping frame?
No. Softness of stone is not to us
Allowed. Vemer, you found that, though alone,
One may not feel, unless from his own soul
And cautiously at first, the warmth that lies
Uncrystallized by instrumental charts.
The silent, summer-long communion that
You held, faultlessly bearing the ripe fruits,
Which now announced the mandatory price
Of that Alaskan mood, is not for us
To have; we must not ask. Perhaps because
Of this you found and knew the truth, and heard
Commands, and thus you sleep in your cold land.

THE MIDDLE TIME
I saw a place in line for me,
Of waiting in that high-walled room
(Or a vault, for perfect storage?).
The rough beams of time, above,
Sheltered bats from the musky light.
"These others began here, too," I thought,
"And also ended, both at once.
Their middle time, at last forgotten Needed once to mold that triad
That nourished unharmonic fruit
With their grim obedience to it Bore but web-snarled indescretions."
For life is margined; the two extremes
Bordered by completeness only.
High wing noises placed me standing:
A point, thriftily extended
Through the others, also lengthened.
Thus I knew them; they,me:
Together so we stood, and stand.
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James Kennedy

COME AGAIN, FIRST AND STEPHEN
Dedalus, of wings and prudence, fly from Limbo,
Bring Icarus, or a Joyce to write you up,
But come unbuild another labyrinth wind.
Let me tell what happened to our fate.
As long ago as Athens was a state,
With hands unclasped, body from soul, men whimmed so
With Providence, as tipplers brave a cup
And drink to pay the sideshows of the mind
As crazy a quilt of cells as you will find.
They grew like forests, fan-tangling, notion-fraught,
And came like bats and owls to love the night.
Where once you watched your ruddy Phoebus rise
Each day across a brilliant bowl of blue,
Wc now know senseless galaxies on view
Beyond the moon and in one tiny thought.
Fellows once, we walk in crowds, packed tight
With strangers lost in a love held in disguise
A tuber growing darkly, deep, and bitter.
Then forge us conscience, drop scales from our eyes,
Add to vour wisdom all Limbo's new and fitter
Truths, make over our hearts — and is it true:
Santayana's been drunk on heavenly dew?

ROWING TO DOWLING
"Slip under wish, slip under wish, "He has curly hair, my
darling:"
And satin-seamed muscles on his arms, and commanding thickjointed legs.
One does not think above the knees —
But how can I seem much more than a starling?
God, let it be a dimpling feature of me — not the total Meg
That makes Sean's knuckles whiten, slip under wish, rowing to
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Dowling."
Damn the oars (the boat is still wet) and damn last night at
Rowlie's!
We had all too much of the tap: Ben and Mario and Daniel,
poor boy.
He called for his rattle on his high-chair stool
And prayed for bachelorhood many thick Holys,
But I him in the face for thinking my bonnetted Meg were
another's toy.
Yes, I hit him, Dan, my fishing friend, and he fell last night
at Rowlie's."
"Ten buoys to Dowling: Sean's arms move one with the oars,
feathering 'pools.
And so goodbye to our marsh-piled homes and to my greenturbaned mother,
For today we'll be married at old Nicholas Church,
And we'll stay at the inn till the nights get cool.
My preacher Paul will say our prayer, for he can only be my
brother;
He promised he would make me right with the Lord or, don't
think it, we may all be fools."
My God, come look on Meg, so graceful and pure as a tawny
white birch:
She can have done no harm, that I last night did not do more:
Treat us kindly, high lord of blue,
As we are joined today within the church.'
People are watching us from the wharf; I can feel my face grow
sore.
Now if she. then the world is rotten." "Careful. Bad luck to
dock with a lurch."
She is frightened, but I'll whisper close. 'Your dress, your
mother's looks lovely on you.

TWO, THREE, AND ONE
Hail, Father, whose analyses unite
In universes; whose syntheses hold all:
Praised be your powerful patience, wizard sleight,
Where I, your poor, see diffidence, taste gall.
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But send your bread and wine, your Genius Son,
Artist of worlds, sacrificed for our pillage;
A king, he fires my heart for a City, and none
Burns to build but a bawdy devil's village.
My Lord and treasurer of the eternal rings
The Father holds to give, send your governor Spirit,
The source of self-respect for human things:
Show me chaste compromise — to love, to fear it.
Father, Son, and Ghost, one Spirit, place:
Let me know my pride as a dagger in water
And feel my heaviness include fine lace;
Then take me and here, my love, for son and daughter.

Eugene Schriei

EUGENE SCHRIER
I was conceived in a distilling flask,
Equilibrium product of reaction A.
Unshorn of freedom, other products escaped
While I lay, a prisoner of my state.
The gaseous nature of my forebears
Allowed them no rest from their flying habits,
But is eternal rest such a worthy gift
To be paid for with this body's freedom?
Pity the poor solid; inspect the woe
Of him. No freedom at all for that lad.
But how can a body like me show it
For the guy and a thing which he never had.
I was born of gracious bodies of gas.
Why did they go ere they saw what they did.
Whims of a mortal pertain to me now,
The offspring's evolved as stagnant liquid.
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Melvin Plotinsky

HEAT WAVE
The city shimmered, early in September,
With liquid surfaces, and sidewalk eggs.
We, at the shore, won ten degrees
Of a white heat with a blue glare.
We noted — what I still remember —
Immigrants on tentative legs:
The weary, temperature-tossed were these,
The homely masses, longing to breathe air.
Escaping, warily, the painful sand,
Striking the water, harmlessly polluted,
We swam, through refuse, to the ocean —
The Point, once blue, now barely green.
Later, reverted to the land.
Waking early, sleep confuted,
We gauged the polliniferous commotion
And quelled the rage with pyribenzamine.
The prophet, accurate because consistent,
Saw no relief, and scorned our poor repentance.
Vomited, lately, by the whale,
His was no mood to be petitioned.
Man's help refused, nature persistent,
Serving the unmitigated sentence,
We rent our clothes, and sweat to no avail,
And envied those who took their air conditioned.

BIRTHDAY STANZAS
This body, gingerly, I tossed and caught
In days when acts of mine could give you pieasure.
Services your sparkle cheaply bought
I sold, and hoarded momentary treasure.
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Default made me knight of the bassinet,
An office coveted, a trust terrific;
You limitless, I worshipful and wet —
Your charms are fewer now, but more specific.
And now you front me, frank, in loose array,
Giving me bountifully my wonted wage.
You wonder, doubtless, why I turn away;
I wonder, vexed with incredible age.
Of course you wonder. I, so well defined
Through sixteen years, you disregard the stranger.
Know, then, that even I am not all mind,
And the residue is our common danger.
Static, I may be electrified;
Then motion may restore my self-control,
So dress yourself, the daylight will abide,
And I will talk of Plato as we stroll.

INDEPENDENCE DAY
^Ne never knew exactly how it started —
At any rate, the roof seemed all aflame.
V\ e, fearful for ours, but two doors away,
Looked on, too timid to enjoy the affray.
At length, with verve, the boisterous engine came,
And complement of fighters, lion-hearted.
In blither times, we saw them on the tower
Saving, from roomless windows, bags of sand,
And dared advise; but now our helplessness,
Increasing as we watched the flames progress,
Tyrannized, and transformed the doughty band,
Statuesque, in illimitable power.
Carefully, then, a grim hero ascended
The ladder that, in flippant frames, aspired.
Gaining the roof, he spurned the friendly stair
And inched the gable, grandly unaware
Of the emulation his daring fired
Within the breast of one who, rapt, attended.
They also serve, who stand and swell the story,
Add to blood and sweat the requisite tears:
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A spark, wind-tossed, tile-fed, then ax-deleted,
A moment's blaze a single man defeated,
And I, a spectator, aged thirteen years,
Thought Chicago lacked so great a glory.

Paul Matthews

FLOOR MOLDINGS AND LAMPSHADES
Who put terror in the centipede?
Who made the moth
So dreadful white?
Why was it neither one was freed —
One love, one loathe
The blinding light?
Why do we. weakly, all concede
These creatures both
Should rule the night?

COCHRAN MOTOR SALES. INC.
14 W. Ohio Avenue
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